Pride® Elegance Collection Lift Chairs are designed to be the ultimate in lift chair comfort, style and performance. Available in several beautiful fabrics and styles to fit any décor while utilizing a state-of-the-art lift system.

Easy-to-use hand control with USB charging port

ENERGY EFFICIENT WITH BUILT-IN BATTERY BACKUP (BATTERIES REQUIRED)

Scan here for more information on the Elegance Collection

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Industry-first Total Comfort Seating features a unique spring design and one-piece soft foam seat for outstanding relaxation (not available on LC-108)
- Premium furniture grade laminate/hardwood frames for added strength and durability
- Easy-to-use hand control with USB charger port (USB charging port not available when selecting the optional heat and massage)
- Standard head and arm covers
- Large, dual pockets for extra storage
- Back has access for adjusting the fill for comfort and fit (Back cushion of the LC-450 and LC-108 is fully removable)
- Quiet and smooth lift system
- Footrest extension standard (LC-108 and LC-570L only)
- Integrated battery backup ensures chair is operational when power goes out (Batteries not included)

OPTIONS*
- Cleaning kit
- Head pillow
- Footrest extension
- Wireless remote (LC-450C only)

* Additional charges apply for all options. Extra lead time may apply for some options.

MODEL | LC-108 | LC-450C | LC-570S | LC-570M | LC-570L
---|---|---|---|---|---
POSITION | Infinite-position Trendelenburg Chaise Lounger 5’4” - 6’0” | 3-Position Chaise Lounger 5’4” - 6’0” | 3-Position Chaise Lounger 5’3” and below | 3-Position Chaise Lounger 5’4” - 6’0” | 3-Position Chaise Lounger 5’9” - 6’2”
SIZE | Medium | Medium | Small | Medium | Large
WEIGHT CAPACITY | 375 lbs. | 375 lbs. | 375 lbs. | 375 lbs. | 375 lbs.
SEAT-TO-FLOOR | 19” | 20” | 19” | 20” | 21”
SEAT DEPTH | 19” | 20” | 19” | 20” | 22”
SEAT WIDTH | 20” | 20” | 19” | 20” | 22”
TOP OF BACK TO SEAT | 29” | 27” | 24.5” | 26.5” | 27”
FULLY PADDED CHAISE | Yes (Removable and adjustable) | Yes (Removable and adjustable) | Yes | Yes | Yes
SEATING TYPE | Sinuous Spring | Total Comfort | Total Comfort | Total Comfort | Total Comfort
DISTANCE FROM WALL | 24” | 18” | 16.5” | 19” | 24”
OVERALL WIDTH | 31.5” | 37” | 35” | 36” | 38”
CHAIR WEIGHT | 136 lbs. | 119 lbs. | 110 lbs. | 113 lbs. | 114 lbs.
WARRANTY | 7-Yr. Pro-rated | 7-Yr. Pro-rated | 7-Yr. Pro-rated | 7-Yr. Pro-rated | 7-Yr. Pro-rated

CLOUD 9 FABRICS

Beamsville, ON / 888-570-1113 / pridemobility.ca
Note: Measurements may vary +/- 1”. The information contained herein is correct at the time of publication; we reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.